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About Us

The Anti-Counterfeiting Group (ACG) is one of the most
respected and active international trade associations,
representing more than 3,000 major brands affected by the
damaging influx of counterfeit goods. We support our members
in protecting their trademarks and campaign for the changes
needed to build a more effective deterrent to intellectual
property (IP) crime.
Through our work as the voice of the brand, we lobby for
effective multi-sector partnerships and approaches, directed
by Government but with the complete involvement of business.
We do this by playing a key role in advising and influencing UK,
European and international government agencies.
We act as a trusted conduit of information and intelligencesharing between our members and enforcement partners
and we generate opportunities for our members to engage
and network with border force, trading standards and law
enforcement officers.
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Director General Statement
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As many would know, 2020 was
planned to be a year of great
celebration for ACG members.
We have been together for 40
years fighting the menace of
criminal counterfeiting and our
joint successes over this time
have been huge.
We fully intended to celebrate
the many achievements,
highlighted in this report, at
events across the country.
However, it was not to be.

A

s we know the COVID19 pandemic
led dramatic change across the
world and while it interrupted
our planned celebrations, many people
suffered far more unimaginable loss,
illness and heartache during the year.
So firstly, I would like to take this
opportunity to express my deepest
sympathies to those who have been
affected by the pandemic. I would also
like to offer my sincere thanks to all of
those medical staff and front-line service
providers, who continue to work so very
hard to keep us all safe and well.
I can clearly say that protecting and
saving lives is not the aim of those
international criminals involved in
counterfeiting and other forms of illicit
trade. During the pandemic they have
sought nothing more than to profit
from the dangers and disasters we
have all faced.

“
We needed no clearer message about the
morals and conscience of these crooks
than when they saw this global health
emergency as nothing more than a
business opportunity. Feeding on peoples
plights and fears they quickly began
manufacturing and selling a huge range
of “useless” COVID related fakes, including
protective clothing, sanitisers, remedies
and most recently counterfeit vaccines.
When people were looking to find ways to
avoid the threat of contracting the virus,
the criminals immediately stepped in to
prey on their fears.

During 2020, we dealt with enormous
amounts of intelligence to facilitate
operations and ready ourselves for the
flood of fakes appearing online and in
physical markets. We have also trained
thousands of enforcement partners,
researched and written copious numbers
of research reports and articles warning
of new trends and threats and delivered
and contributed to hundreds of events
aimed at raising greater awareness of
the scope and scale of the dangers we
all face from this insidious form of crime.
These are highlighted in this report.

The threats continue to rise, from these
predatory criminals, who are working
overtime to profit from the situation.
So, I feel a great sense of pride in what
ACG and our members have achieved
over the year to prevent and break
their malicious operations. Like every
organisation involved in combating
illicit trade, we have faced significant
challenges, as business operations and
supply chains were disrupted and our
precious enforcement authorities were
being diverted to tackle the impacts of
COVID19 and the changes taking place
as a result of BREXIT. All have been
under enormous pressure. However,
together, we have irrefutably shown
that we have remained strong and
committed in fighting this destructive
and evermore dangerous trade.

Yes, as we journey out of the pandemic
the criminals will see more opportunities,
and we will need to adjust to meet these
threats. But I hope I can assure you that
ACG is continuing to remain focused on
the long-term, our strengths and our
willingness to grow and work together to
combat this menace, which for too many
is still considered to be “victimless”.

When people
were looking
to find ways to
avoid the threat
of contracting
the virus,
the criminals
immediately
stepped in to
prey on their
fears.

Phil Lewis, ACG Director General
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January

2020

Snapshot
of our work
Huge steps forward were made during the
pandemic by ACG in raising greater awareness
and urging Governments to introduce
measures to protect the public from fake,
substandard and often dangerous products.
We developed intelligence records and worked
with anti-counterfeiting associations across
Europe and the United States.

POST-BREXIT
CONCERNS

Briefing papers
were written for
and discussed with
Ministers to highlight
concerns about IP
enforcement and
data-sharing with
the EU.

MONTHLY
CAMDEN RAIDS

RESEARCH

Contributed to RUSI
projects on Free
Trade Zones and
Bonded Warehouses.

SOCTA

Worked with partner
associations to
ensure IP crime
is included in this
years’ Serious and
Organised Crime
Threat Assessment.

ONLINE HARMS
REDUCTION
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STRATEGY: IP
ENFORCEMENT

Outlined our priorities
when feeding into the
IPO’s new strategy.

CREATIVE

Provided harm
INDUSTRIES
information and
SECTOR DEAL
statistics to support
Joined with British
Lord McNally’s
Brands Group and
Private Members Bill. ACID to lobby the IPO
to ensure brands and
designers receive
equal attention at all
roundtables.

Coordinated actions
with Camden Trading
Standards on shops/
market stalls and
identified criminals
further up the supply
chain.

COVID19

OP BEORMA

Supported
investigations into
Organised Crime
Groups involved in
large-scale production
and distribution of
counterfeit goods.

WORLD IP DAY
Joined European
partners to launch
a video on fighting
counterfeiting.

April

MONTHLY
CAMDEN RAIDS

Published articles
and took part in
webinars about the
impacts of counterfeit
COVID19 products,
shifts in consumers
buying online and
growing threats
as counterfeiters
stockpile during the
pandemic crisis.

“

Despite the current
circumstances ACG’s work has
been exceptional and hopefully
will continue.
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May

2020
Snapshot of
our work

FREE ONLINE
EVENTS FOR
MEMBERS

DIGITAL
SERVICES ACT

Provided key
information
in support of
the European
Commission’s
ecommerce and
social media
proposals, ahead
of EU Parliament
Committee debates.

ONLINE EVENTS WORLD ANTIProvided free
COUNTERFEITING
member training on
DAY
‘A Roadmap to UK
Enforcement’ and
‘Finding Alternative
UK Legislation to
Combat IP Crime’.

Took part in a special
international webinar
which attracted
320 delegates.

837 TS
OFFICERS
TRAINED

Hosted an online
COVID19 themed
event for Trading
Standards and later a
Product Safety event
involving 12 brands.

EUROPOL’S
EMPACT

Major success when
the team accepted
our joint submission
on counterfeiting
and organised crime
and will feed into
the SOCTA.

AWARDS

Announced on British
IP Day were this
years’ winners of
the P&G sponsored
ACG Awards for
Excellence in AntiCounterfeiting.
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“

August

The amount of Border Force
Officers that were reached at
each event was incredible.
It worked really well.

450+ BORDER
FORCE OFFICERS
Provided 42 brands
an opportunity to
train officers from
ports/airports across
the UK, on identifying
counterfeit products.

600+ LINES OF
INTELLIGENCE

Submitted intel into
the IPO and NTSIT
for key counterfeit
operations (inc.
BEORMA, MAGPIE,
CAYMAN, BIG BEN).

40 YEARS AS
‘THE GO TO’ ANTICOUNTERFEITING
ORGANISATION

BOVINGDON
MARKET

SEIZED 25,000+
COUNTERFEITS

Lobbied government,
law enforcement
and market
industry agencies
to prevent the sale
of counterfeits at a
popular Hertfordshire
market.

Facilitated raids in
Southall, Camden and
Birmingham which
recovered more than
25,000 counterfeit
products.
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September

2020
Snapshot of
our work

“

This year ACG has excelled
itself, with a good mix of
operations that have gone
well, given some great
results and offered a good
return on investment.

NEW UK
CUSTOMS
SYSTEM

Worked with the UK
development team
responsible for the
replacement of the
EU’s Anti-Counterfeit
and Anti-Piracy
Information System.

HEATHROW
BORDER FORCE
DETAINED
25,707 ITEMS
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BREXIT UPDATE

Published a detailed
update which looked
at data exchange and
border preparations
for Northern Ireland,
Channel/Euro tunnel
and ferries.

MEMBER
TRAINING

Delivered GDPR
and IP Rights PostBrexit training and
a brand protection
workshop on issues
relating to online
marketplaces, fake
websites, domain
name infringements
and social media.

EUROPEAN
COMMISSION
PROPOSALS

Discussed the
Commission’s Digital
Services Act and
Digital Markets Act
proposals, which
fall short of creating
conditions for a more
responsible digital
environment.

FACEBOOK
BRAND
PROTECTION
TEAM

Invited members to
hear directly from
Facebook about its
Commerce and Ads IP
Tool and pose
questions.

NOTORIOUS
MARKETS

Compiled a
comprehensive
international
overview of Notorious
Markets for the US
Trade Representative
and the EU’s study.

DETAINED
25,707 ITEMS

95 PROFILES AND
100,000 IMAGES
REMOVED
Partnered with
Facebook and IPO’s
Intelligence Hub in a
2-day takedown
operation to target
prolific Facebook and
Instagram traders
infringing members’
IP rights.

An intensification
exercise with
Heathrow Border
Force, IPO, Office
of Product Safety
and Standards and
Trading Standards
stopped thousands of
counterfeit products
crossing the border.

MULTI-ACTION
RAIDS

SPOTTING A
FAKE

December

TARGETING
FACEBOOK AND
INSTAGRAM
TRADERS

Brands explained to
500+ Border Force
and Trading
Standards Officers
how to identify a
counterfeit and TS
were updated on
product safety and
online criminality
trends.

RESULT

Hertfordshire County
Council enacted
Joined a multi-agency COVID19 legislation
action against a
to close Bovingdon
family-run organised market, following
crime network in
mounting pressure
Lancashire which
and evidence
removed 30,000+
gathered at another
counterfeit products
raid, including
and
a
factory
raid
counterfeits worth
40th
action
in
Leicester,
£200,000+
ANNIVERSARY
seizing
500,000+
Celebrated with 100+
delegates enjoying an labels, thousands
of unfinished
Online Symposium
packed with engaging garments and
printing equipment.
expert speakers.
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What we’ll do next year
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The pandemic makes the year
ahead unclear, but we do know
we will continue to support
brands and campaign for change.
We are determined our members’
voices will be heard and influence
Government and policy decisions.
We will gather information
and intelligence to share with
enforcement agencies and
support actions that stop or
disrupt the sale of counterfeit
product.
Virtual meetings and online
events mean that until lockdown
restrictions are lifted, we can
carry on providing opportunities
for brands and enforcement
officers to benefit from training
and direct engagement.

DURING
2021 WE
WILL…
Policy and influencing
Provide the IPO International Policy
team with reports on a variety of
countries, in the wake of Brexit and the
UK’s drive to strengthen its work to
create international trade deals.
Review UK Free Trade Agreements to
outline members’ essential requirements
to Government, as it looks to foster new
trade partnerships.
Contribute to All Party Parliamentary
Group meetings to make statements on
the threat of counterfeiting for electrical
goods, the major effect of being cut
off from vital EU enforcement-based
information systems and its impact on IP
enforcement agencies.
Attend International stakeholders
and working groups to represent
global businesses in the fight against
counterfeiting. We will contribute to
strategies, policy and research and
remain as a member of “influencing”
groups so that we can lobby
Government for better online protection
against counterfeiting.

Enforcement

Raise Awareness

Support members and enforcement
in the transportation, storage and
destruction of counterfeit goods, seized
during raids and operations.

Explore border enforcement in different
countries such as the United States,
Russia, Italy, Spain and Bangladesh.
Experts will share information and
best practice on border protection and
enforcement law.

Initiate new operations to identify,
investigate and report infringing listings
of counterfeit products sold on social
media sites and adversely affecting
our members.

More Border Force Officer and Trading
Standards Officer training opportunities
will be arranged, for our members to
present to enforcement and keep them
updated on identifying genuine and
counterfeit products.

Further develop OP BAROLO to
investigate self-storage facilities that are
used to store import, sell and manufacture
counterfeit goods. This operation will be
Launch a series of online roundtables
supported by National Trading Standards for members to regularly hear directly
and London Trading Standards.
from Amazon, Pinduoduo, eBay and
any other online marketplaces that are
of concern.
Collect and build intelligence with
partner agencies for on-going operations
with Border Force, Trading Standards,
Host informal Fireside Chats with our
PIPCU and National Markets Group. The Director General, Phil Lewis and key IP
sharing of information and intelligence
supporters, to hear about their work and
drives our collaborative, partnership
achievements and to discuss current
approach to tackling IP crime.
topics of interest.
Support OP BEORMA raid actions and
attend management meetings to agree
next steps in targeting criminals
involved in the importation, manufacture
and supply of branded and potentially
unsafe counterfeit goods.

Provide networking events for members
and their teams to meet with other brand
protection professionals and discuss
issues having an impact on their work.
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Growing stronger together

ACG Board
The Board is the ACG’s ultimate governing body and
comprises, six members who meet at least four times a year
to review strategy, business plans and operations. Members
of the Board are invited to join dependent on their sector
experience and technical expertise. They are elected annually
by the full membership base, for a two-year term of office
which is renewable.
Shelley Duggan Chair

Additionally, there are specialist ACG
groups open to members such as the
Vice President – Chief Trade
Consumer Brands Group (CBG), Policy
Mark Counsel & Global Brand
Working Group, Online Counterfeiting
Protection Leader (P&G)
Working Group, and the Physical
Working Group.
Mark Bearfoot Vice-Chair
Legal Director Global Brand
Protection (Tommy Hilfiger
Europe BV)
Chloe Long Vice-Chair
Director, Global Brand
Protection (Capri
Holdings Ltd)
Nicola Consterdine
IP Protection Manager,
Strategic Planning Dept
(Epson Europe BV)
Sheila Henderson
Chief Intellectual Property
Counsel (Richemont
International Ltd)
Caron Tayler
Corporate Counsel Brand
Protection (Harley-Davidson
Europe Ltd)
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Consumer Brands Group
Chair: Chloe Long
Director, Global Brand Protection
(Capri Holdings Ltd)

Policy Working Group
Chair: Phil Lewis Director General (ACG)

Online Counterfeiting
Working Group
Chair: Ellen Bamborough
Brand Protection Manager EMEA
(Capri Holdings Ltd)

Physical Working Group
Chair: Mike Thomas
Senior Brand Protection Manager
(Superdry Plc)

Stakeholders

A E M R
> ABAC-BAAN

(Belgium)
> AIM (European
Brands
Association)
> All Party
Parliamentary
Groups (APPGs)
> Alliance for IP
> ANDEMA (Spain)
> Anti-Illicit Trade
Group (England
and Wales)
> APM (Germany)
> Asian Coalition
Against
Counterfeiting and
Piracy (ACACAP)
> Association of
Chief TS Officers
(ACTSO)

B

> Border Force
> British Brands

> European IP

Office (EUIPO)/EU
Observatory
> European
Commission
> Europol

G

> Global Anti-

> Minister for
Intellectual
Property

N

> National Consumer
Federation

> National Crime

Agency (NCA)
Counterfeiting
> National Markets
Group (GACG)
Group (NMG)/Real
> Government
Deal
Agency Intelligence > National Police
Network (GAIN)
Chiefs Council
(NPCC)
> National Trading
Standards (NTS)
> National TS
e-Crime Team
(NTSeCT)
> HM Revenue &
>
National TS
Customs (HMRC)
Intelligence Team
> Home Office
(NTSIT)
> National Vehicle
Crime Intelligence
Service (NAVIS)

H
I

Group
> Business Action to
Stop Counterfeiting
& Piracy (BASCAP) > INDICAM (Italy)
> Intellectual
Property Office
(IPO)
> Organisation for
> International
Economic CoAnti-Counterfeiting
operation and
Coalition (IACC)
> Chartered Trading
Development
> International
Standards Institute
(OECD)
Trademark
(CTSI)
> Organised Crime
Association (INTA)
> Cosmetic, Toiletry
Task Force (OCTF)
> Interpol
and Perfumery
> IP Awareness
Association (CTPA)
Network (IPAN)
> Cyber Defence
>
IP Crime Group
Alliance
(IPCG)

C

D

> Department for

International Trade

> REACT
> Road Haulage

Association (RHA)

> Royal United

Services Institute
(RUSI)

S

> SACG (Sweden)
> Scottish Anti-

Illicit Trade Group
(SAITG)
> Supply Chain
Risk Industry
Partnership
(SCRIP)

T

> Trading Standards
departments

> Transnational

Alliance to Combat
Illicit Trade
(TRACIT)

O U

> UNIFAB (France)
> United Nations
Inter-Regional
Crime Institute
(UNICRI)

P W
> Police (UK and
Ireland)

> Police IP Crime
Unit (PIPCU)

> Western Union
> World Customs
Organisation
(WCO)
> World IP
Organisation
(WIPO)
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The Anti-Counterfeiting Group (ACG)
PO Box 578
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
HP11 1YD
T: +44 (0) 1494 449 165
F: +44 (0) 1494 465 052
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www.a-cg.org
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